Abstract. This note discusses a relation between the multiplicity m of the second eigenvalue λ 2 of a Laplacian on a graph G, tight mappings of G and a discrete analogue of Courant's nodal line theorem. For a certain class of graphs, we show that the m-dimensional eigenspace of λ 2 is tight and thus defines a tight mapping of G into an m-dimensional Euclidean space. The tightness of the mapping is shown to set Colin de Verdière's upper bound on the maximal λ 2 -multiplicity, where chr(γ(G)) is the chromatic number and γ(G) is the genus of G.
Introduction
Laplacians, discrete or continuous, are omnipresent in physics and mathematics and much effort has been directed to analysis of their spectra [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . A seminal result in this field is Courant's nodal line theorem that relates the order of the Laplacian's eigenvalues to the sign patterns of the corresponding eigenfunctions [6, 7] : If the eigenfunctions of a
Laplacian on a domain are ordered according to increasing eigenvalues, then the nodes of the n-th eigenfunction divide the domain into no more than n nodal domains. The
nodal domains, in which the eigenfunction takes one sign, are separated by the nodal sets that are the zero level-sets of the eigenfunction. For graph Laplacians, the discrete analogue of the nodal domain becomes the sign-graph, a maximal connected subgraph on which an eigenfunction takes the same sign. On weak sign-graphs the eigenfunction is either non-positive or non-negative, while on strong sign-graphs the sign of the eigenfunction is strictly positive or negative. Several authors have found the following discrete analogue of Courant's nodal line theorem [5, [8] [9] [10] : Theorem 1. On a connected graph G, the n-th eigenfunction u n of the Laplacian Δ has at most n weak sign-graphs.
For the special case of the second eigenvalue λ 2 , it was shown earlier that the corresponding eigenfunction u 2 cuts the graph into exactly two weak sign-graphs [11, 12] . Among the eigenvalues of the graph Laplacian λ 2 plays a special role. Physically, it corresponds to the mixing time of a Brownian walk on the graph and to its first-excited energy level. Mathematically, λ 2 was shown to be related to several structural and isoperimetric properties of the graph, such as the max-cut problem [13] [14] [15] .
Of special interest is m, the multiplicity of λ 2 and the dimension of the λ 2 -eigenspace. m is the degeneracy of the first-excited energy level, which is the first mode to appear at several types of continuous (or second-order) phase transitions. Continuous phase transitions are known to occur in noisy information channels when the signal distortion level is varied [16] and have been related to certain classification and optimization problems [17] . We suggested that this type of phase transition may occur during the Darwinian evolution of noisy biological information channels, and may be the mechanism underlying the emergence of codes in these channels [18] . Noisy information channels may be described in terms of error-graphs, in which edges connect two signals that are likely to be confused by noise. The Laplacian of the error-graph is the operator that measures the average effect of errors and therefore controls the phase transition. This motivated the present note that focuses on the relation between the topology of the errorgraph and the maximal degeneracy of the Laplacian's first-excited modes.
Colin de Verdière revealed an intimate relation between the topology of a Riemannian surface S and the supremum of m over all possible Laplacians on the surface () mS through the chromatic number [4, 5, 19, The multiplicity () mS was shown to be bounded also from above [22] . In a series of improvements [23] [24] [25] by the construction of the mapping is also the maximal multiplicity, We use Lemma 1 to prove that λ 2 -eigenspaces of cycles and paths are always tight.
Tightness and the

Lemma 2. If the maximal degree of a connected graph G is 2, that is G is a cycle or a path, then the λ 2 -eigenspace of a Laplacian on G is tight.
Proof. Assume that a λ 2 -eigenfunction u is not tight. This means that for some s one of the induced subgraphs G + (u, s) and G -(u, s) is not connected. Without loss of generality, assume that s > 0 and by Lemma 1 G -(u, s) is a connected path. If G is a cycle then G + (u, s) must also be connected and u is therefore tight (Figure 2, left) . Returning to our previous example in Figure 1 , it follows from Lemma 2 that the lower function that is not tight cannot be a λ 2 -eigenfunction of a Laplacian on the cycle graph, although it has only two sign-graphs. The presence of a minimum between the two maxima allows the s = ½ level set to cut G -(u, ½) into two components, thus contradicting Lemma 1. Similarly, the s = ½ level-set cuts the G + (u, ½) into two components, again contradicting Lemma 1.
The only possible critical points on paths and cycles are maxima and minima. This is because these graphs are inherently unidirectional and to identify a saddle point at a
vertex one needs at least two directions and more than two neighbors. A saddle point could separate the two components of G + (u, s > 0) keeping G -(u, s > 0) connected (but not simply-connected). Thus, the presence of a saddle point allows a λ 2 -eigenfunction that is not tight. We remark that if the graph is a 1-skeleton of a polyhedral surface then the numbers of critical points are related by Morse's formula [29] , |maxima|  |saddles| + |minima| = χ = 2  2γ . Therefore, for tight functions |maxima| = |minima| = 1 and |saddles| = 2γ.
Cartesian graph products appear in various fields, such as coding and information theory.
The Cartesian product P =G H of the two graphs G and H has the vertex set and both function products are λ 2 -eigenfunctions of P = G H.
Lemma 3. Let P = G H be the Cartesian graph product of the graphs G and H. If the λ 2 -eigenspaces of G and H are tight, then the λ 2 -eigenspace of P is tight.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that λ 2,G < λ 2,H so that the λ 2 -eigenfunctions of P = G H are of the form u P = u G  1 H . The entry of u P at the vertex (g, h) is therefore
Assume that u P is not tight, then for some s one of the induced subgraphs P + (u P , s) and P -(u P , s) is not connected (the other one is connected by Lemma 1). Without loss of generality assume that s > 0, so that the induced subgraph P + (u P , s) is not connected. We now examine G + (u G , s), the subgraph induced by the same level s on G. From the construction of P = G H and its λ 2 -eigenfunction u P = u G  1 H follows that if a vertex of P belongs to the induced subgraph, (g, h)  P + (u P , s), then the corresponding vertex of G belongs to the induced subgraph,
not connected since it can be connected only through vertices g such that belong to G -(u G , s), contradicting our assumption that u G is tight.
The intuition underlying the proof is illustrated in Figure 3 , where a λ 2 -eigenfunction u P = 1  u C20 of the Cartesian product of the cycles P = C 10 C 20 is plotted. The projection of the eigenfunction on C 20 is u C20 , the λ 2 -eigenfunction of C 20 . It is evident that from the tightness of u C20 follows the tightness of u P . Fig. 3 . The z coordinate represents the λ 2 -eigenfunction u P = 1  u C20 on the product C 10 C 20 .
The 'projection' of the eigenfunction on C 20 (thick solid line) is u C20 , the λ 2 -eigenfunction of C 20 .
Since the Cartesian product is associative, Lemma 3 applies also for a product of any finite number of graphs P = G 1 G 2 G m . The λ 2 -eigenspace of P involves only the λ 2 -eigenspaces of the graphs with the least second eigenvalue, min{λ 2 
